Inclusive fitness theory is a cornerstone of modern evolutionary biology, yet critics contend it is not general but subject to serious limitations, and is ripe for replacement, for example by multilevel selection theory. These critics also question empirical predictions made using inclusive fitness theory, such as on sex allocation, and the use of statistical concepts in understanding responses to selection. Here I summarise recent resolutions of these criticisms, then discuss what inclusive fitness theory actually is and why it is useful for evolutionary biology. In doing so I focus on recent developments in evaluating causal explanations for social evolution, and the role of inclusive fitness theory in explaining group adaptations, including the major transitions to obligate eusociality and eukaryotic multicellularity.
Introduction
Despite its status as a cornerstone of modern evolutionary biology, inclusive fitness theory, conceptualised and formalised by W. D. Hamilton over 50 years ago [1, 2] , is no stranger to misunderstanding and controversy. In the 21 st century version of the controversy E. O. Wilson, author of Sociobiology and erstwhile supporter of inclusive fitness theory [3] , shifted to attacking the theory, in collaboration with a number of colleagues. The profile of Wilson and his collaborators, his former support for the theory, and the profile of the venues in which these attacks were published, moved this controversy from being confined to technical discussions amongst biologists, and into the limelight; in 2010 the front cover of Nature featured the highest profile attack to date by Wilson, in conjunction with the mathematical biologists Martin Nowak and Corina Tarnita [4] . These attacks drew extensive responses from the community of inclusive fitness theory theorists and empiricists (e.g. [5] ), and in turn further critiques, in a cycle that shows little sign of being escaped. In this article, over 10 years after the first high profile attack on inclusive fitness theory by Wilson and Hö lldobler [6], I attempt to provide a personal view on what the disagreements are about. Critiques of inclusive fitness theory have become increasingly mathematical in recent years, as have their defences. I suggest that there is nothing wrong with the mathematics of the critiques, but it is the conceptual interpretations of these mathematics that are flawed. Hence, if the ongoing controversy is to be 'put to bed' then the resolution will be conceptual, not mathematical, in agreement with the quote by Thomas Kuhn reproduced above ([7] , p. 148).
What is inclusive fitness theory?
Inclusive fitness theory had its first formal presentation in two papers by W. D. Hamilton [1,2]. Hamilton's work had two aims, the first and most generally known being to propose a method of accounting for fitness effects that provided a rigorous explanation for the evolution of social behaviour. This method divides the inclusive fitness effect of a social trait into direct and indirect fitness components. The direct fitness effect of a trait is the change in fitness of the bearer that results from the trait's expression, often referred to as the 'cost' c of the behaviour, although this 'cost' can be negative; direct fitness is 'stripped' of fitness effects received from other bearers of the same trait. Indirect fitness effects are changes in fitness of recipients of the social behaviour, usually referred to as 'benefit' b which can again be negative, weighted by their genetic relatedness r to the behaving individual. Baseline fitness due to other traits and factors completes the description of the individual's total fitness, but since this does not systematically vary according to whether the trait is borne or not it falls out of the subsequent analysis. Then asking when a social trait experiences positive selection yields Hamilton's rule:
Hamilton's derivation of this result [1] was exact, but under certain simplifying assumptions. At the same time however, inspired by R. A. Fisher, Hamilton claimed to have identified inclusive fitness as the quantity that 
